ABOUT
Dance Filthy USA was founded in 2016, and is a franchise of Dance
Filthy based in Sydney, Australia, and owned by Michelle Shimmy
and Maddie Sparkle. Dance Filthy USA is produced by Allison
Sipes. Allison has been producing pole competitions for many
years including Florida’s elite pole and Aerial arts competition –
The Florida Pole Fitness & Aerial Arts Championship (since 2012 –
present), and the US Pole Sports Federation Championships (since
2015 – 2018).

Dance Filthy USA is a pole dancing competition that fully embraces the
traditionally risqué side of the art form.
This will be the 6th DFUSA event, and will include amateur, semi-pro, and
professional divisions. This year’s theme is “Dirty Secrets”. A submission
video and application is required for all competitors. Competitors are
judged on technique, overall performance, filthy factor, and
showmanship.

VENUE
Dance Filthy USA 2022: Dirty Secrets will be held at
Buttercup Pole Dance, located in the heart of
Tampa Bay. Buttercup was founded in 2011, and
offers pole and aerial fitness classes as well as
produce events such as bad to the chrome and Pole
Love. Buttercup is owned and operated by Sarah
Jade.

SPONSORS & VENDORS

Dance Filthy USA CEO - Allis Sipes

In the world of Pole and Aerial Arts, Allison is considered a pioneer and industry
leader. Allison’s extensive professional dance and National Jr. Olympic gymnastics
background gives her insight into being an accomplished coach, judge and
choreographer. Since 2005, Allison has maintained a performance, competition and
event producing career as well as an in-demand coaching and consulting business.
This captivating artist performs with a style that is both sensual and acrobatic.
Allison is truly a part of Orlando’s world renown entertainment industry performing
in art shows, conventions, events, and on stage with international celebrities and
touring musical artists like Snoop Dogg. She is an X-Pole International brand
sponsored athlete, a USPDF Pro, and authored the industry’s first spinning pole
instructor training program (AeriusFitnessTraining.com). She currently travels
around the world as a Master Trainer and performer for Pole and Aerial Arts.
As an artist, she has performed at the House of Blues (Disney Springs, Orlando) on
stage with touring international musical artist, Snoop Dogg, a featured performing
artist in Orlando’s Nude Nite Art Show Pop Up (since 2005), in Cologne, Germany at the
F.I.B.O. Expo with X-Pole International, as a headliner in Las Vegas and in Los Angeles at
the Avalon for Pole Show LA and Rise The Night, at the International Pole Convention,
and the International Pole Expo. Her work has been featured in traveling broadway
shows including “Mommies Rock – A Musical,” podcasts with industry leaders (The Pole
Parlour, and Interviews with Jacqueline Valdez), as well as several viral pole dancing
videos featured on Parenting Insider, The Daily Mail, Bored Panda, DIPLY, and Vocativ.
As an event producer, she created the Florida Pole Fitness Championship – Florida’s
longest running, elite pole and aerial championship (since 2012), The Florida Aerial Arts
Showcase, Dance Filthy USA (a franchise from Australia since 2016), and has coproduced the US Pole Sports Federation Championships (2015-2018), and the Pole Sport
Organization Southeast and National Championships (since 2014).

on

Instagram: @alliegatoruf / @DanceFilthyUSA /
@FLAerialArtsChampionship / @AeriusFitnessTraining

EMCEE - TORWA JOE

Torwa Joe aka FiyaStarta is of Liberian, West African descent and was
born and raised in Atlanta, Georgia.
She is the owner of the World Famous Vertical Joe’s in Atlanta, GA and
the creator of Twerk Technicians - a professional twerk instructor
course. Torwa Joe is an X-Pole Sponsored Athlete and an XPert Master
Trainer.
Joe has been into dancing since she was a kid. She is a trained ballet,
tap, jazz and African modern dancer. Unlike other polers, who earn
their stripes through competitions, Joe earned hers through tours
and TV appearances. She was on The Real Housewives of Atlanta,
season one. Then, her big break was when she toured with Lil’ Wayne in
2007, performing in Back That Azz Up.
She twerked with Lil’ Wayne, 2 Chainz, Nicki Minaj, Drake, Young Dolph
and Tyga to name but a few – pretty much everyone from Young Money –
also pole dancing on that same tour. Those two experiences pushed her
to the forefront of the industry. She and Vertical Joe’s have also
recently been involved with the creation of hit show P-Valley.
She has hosted many pole and fitness events across the US, and loves
to bring her ATL Twerk and Dirty South Style to the stage.
Instagram: @VJsFiyastarta | @TwerkTechnicians | @VerticalJoes

AMATEUR DIVISION
LEYLANIE
Leylanie started pole dancing
about seven months ago. It all
started when she walked into Ninja
Pole Fitness and found her love
for movement. Since then she
continued to pursue her movement
on the stripping stage and has
never looked back!

LEONA
As a way to escape from corporate
America and studying a few years ago,
Leona found pole. The self expression she
experiences and the support from the
community at @aerialbombshell have
turned this hobby into a passion that
encompasses her confidence, sexiness,
and has provided a space to release her
inhibitions and get down and dirty.
She’s ready to get raw and show you what
she’s made of at Dance Filthy USA 2022!

CRYSTAL
Crystal is a multi-faceted performer who
has been exploring pole and aerial arts
for 3 years now ever since the fateful day
she wandered into an intro pole class at
Muse Pole Fitness (@musepolefitness)
based in Columbia, MO. She loves to tell a
story on stage through her dance and
movement, mixing her favorite tricks with
experiments in transitions and floorwork,
and cannot wait to bring her newest and
spiciest routine yet to the Dance Filthy
stage.

AMATEUR DIVISION
BECKY D.
A scientist by day and a pole dancer by
night, Becky looks forward to bringing a
workplace fantasy to the stage
competing in her first ever solo
competition. She's been pole dancing for 6
years now with Muse Pole Fitness in
Missouri and has been working for the
last year to put herself out there on
stage!

STORM VENOM
I’ve always had a passion for the
greater things in life and pole collided
perfectly with my life 2 years ago .
While going to college , I’ve dedicated
my time to pole. I’ve fallen in love with
the art of pole and everything and
everyone it embodies . Not picture
perfect but I’m worth the picture still.
Just your typical free spirited bad ass
ready to take over the world one pole
trick at at a time !

BLAKE BALENCIAGA
Blake Balenciaga began his pole journey at
Ninja Pole Fitness in Fort Myers, Fl. a little
over a year ago and has never looked back.
He is obsessed with the art of storytelling
through dance and enjoys the confidenceboost that comes from learning this sexy
and powerful new skill. By day, Blake is a
Fashion Designer and often enjoys creating
new outfits for himself and others to wear
during classes and performances. He is
looking forward to performing on the
Dance Filthy stage, as this is his debut in the
competition arena.

SEMI-PRO DIVISION
MEL
Mel is originally from Miami, FL but moved to
NYC in 2014. She trained in traditional types of
movement and began exploring aerial arts in
2012. After attending an open call for a go-go
dance company in Miami, she made the transition
from two part-time jobs, to dancing full-time.
She has been actively working as a performer
for over 10 years.

MEI BUTTERFLY
Mei Butterfly grew up in Singapore and moved to the US in
1998. She does not have any dance background and was a
competitive swimmer and wakeboarder. She used to be a gym
rat and yogi until she took her first pole class to learn to
be more in touch with her femininity and never looked back.
She has been dancing and performing at Buttercup Pole
Studio for about 6 years. It is her home away from home. She
has been an instructor for about a year and a half and
loves inspiring and helping her students fulfill their goals.
She is also a competitor and placed third at Original Sin
Show Competition 2022, third at PSO Southeast Level 4
Championship in 2019, second at PSO Nationals Level 5
Championship 2021 and first at PSO Nationals Level 4 RX in
2022.
She loves how pole can be both strong & sexy and can’t wait
for her first dance filthy competition!

ERICA DANIELLE
I started pole over 6 years ago and
immediately fell in love. I automatically
found my passion for the sensual and
sexy movements during the beginning of
my pole journey although I do love a
hard trick.
Finding that I could rock out on stage
with a pair of eight inch heels was the
cherry on top.

SEMI-PRO DIVISION
PRISCILLA NOIR
Priscilla Noir (@priscillanoir) is a Pole Dancer,
Photographer and ex-Fashion Model. She
translated her love for visual art into pole,
and has been pole dancing since 2014. She is an
Instructor at Intice Dance Fitness in St.
Petersburg, Florida where she teaches
freestyle and continuous movement. She is
thrilled to take the Dance Filthy USA stage for
the first time.

SARAH WOLFE
Sarah Wolf is a lifelong dancer and
found pole in 2013. She began teaching
in Colorado in 2015 with a passion and
enthusiasm that grows stronger every
year. On the stage, her second home,
she moves to seduce, inspire, and blow
fucking minds.

LEAH VON O’DAERA
Strong erotic hypnotic aura collides with masterful
heavy metal riffs. Lover of 10” boots, leather, whips
and chains … The Queen of the Underworld is about
to take you to deliciously haunting depths you never
knew existed. Pole Dancer/Performer of 11 years,
Contortionist, and representative of the Fetish/Kink
Society …
let’s welcome The Gothic Priestess
herself … Leah Von O’Daera

PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
ORION

Orion began his pole journey nine years ago
while pursuing his bachelor's degree in dance
and choreography. Since then he has led a
colorful life performing on cruise ships, pride
shows, burlesque clubs, and more!
Competitively, he's earned multiple Men's
Professional Pole Sport titles and is driven to
reach great heights in his competitive pole
career. Also, he is proud to share he is the
creator and owner of "Valkyrie", a new pole and
aerial academy opening soon in Illinois.
Celebrating our growing pole community, Orion
is thrilled for his spot to channel his wild side in
Tampa this year and get Filthy AF!!!

SARA’NDIPITY
Sara has been pole dancing for over a
decade and is still madly in love with
this amazing art form and sport. She
loves how pole dancing gives her
confidence, makes her feel strong and
sexy, and allows for endless creativity.
She is thrilled to push her creative,
sexy, badass self to new heights in this
competition, and is just excited to be
here!

YUKI
I am a pole dancer and instructor in. Tokyo, and I
perform in dance shows all over Japan.
Awards include:
2020 Exotic Generation Japan Group Finalist
2019 Philippine Sultry Exotic Pole Battle
Amateur Champion
2019 Philippine Aerial Cup Exotic Pole Semi-Pro
Finalist
I am excited to compete in. My first Florida Dance
Filthy USA event!

PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
NATALYA NIGHTSHADE
Natalya Nightshade is a seasoned pole
performer, instructor, and producer, creator
of @nightshade.designs and most recently, the
owner of @studio.nightshade ! Specializing in
low flow and embodied movement, she has
brought her captivating style to stages
across the country. Known for her stage
presence and sexy, silky flow, she breaks the
mold of doing what is expected in the realm of
pole dance, and embraces her personal
mantra, “Doing The Least (Looking The Most)”.
She’s excited to melt the stage at Dance Filthy
yet again!

MIIS

I'm a Japanese pole dancer,
instructor and showgirl! I am very
honored to be able to show off my
sense and skills at a competition
overseas. I can't wait to see
everyone's show! Current titles
include:
miss pole dance /pole king
japan
online competition 2022 video
category 2nd Place

KATIE COOPER
Katie took her first pole class on a
whim and immediately fell in love. More
than a decade later, she is still just as
obsessed with pole dancing and has
danced in numerous shows and
competitions. Her favorite parts of
pole are body rolls, splits, and 8 inch
heels.

PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
KUSHINA NINJA
This Cancer/Leo Ninja started her young life as a
ballerina. Working hard to keep her classy image
something just didn't feel right. Who would have
thought she needed to quit teaching ballet and
stripped for ten year. The complete switch to the "dark
side" Kushina likes to call it. WAS THE BEST DECISION
EVER!!!! January 27 2020 Ninja Pole Fitness was born,
unfortunately the studio couldn't open until the
beginning of August 2020 because of the pandemic. Now
the studio one year later is growing fast. Kush was also
able to upgrade the studio. With all the hard work now
going into her studio Kush hasn't stripped in a long
fucken time ok. The time is now! LOL!! Kimono will be
coming off !!!

KIRSTIE
Kirstie is an award winning pole champion based
in St. Louis, Missouri. She's been pole dancing
since 2012 and is an instructor and Studio
Manager at Mynx Academy of Pole Dance. A
renaissance woman of pole, Kirstie has a wide
range of performance experiences from fairy
dancing with bubbles at renaissance festivals,
sparkling at New Years events, hair flips at
rock concerts, and slinking with Snoop Dogg.
While Kirstie is a true performer, she loves
sharing pole dance with anyone who is willing
to learn and invites you to STL (or online) to
dance with her sometime. This multifaceted
woman is ready to show her filthy side at Dance
Filthy USA 2022!

SASKIA
Saskia is a Montreal based pole
performer and stripper. She is very
excited to have finally found a
competition that welcomes all of
her filthiness.

PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
JAZZ THE POLER
What do you like? What do you
want? Most importantly, what is
it that you need? Jazz is a pole
artist from New Jersey that
loves everything sexy. Sometimes
it can get a little filthy but
that's what we call balance baby!
Jazz loves a good storyline but
more than anything she loves to
have fun. She’s looking forward
to turning up the heat for this
year’s Dance Filthy and she can’t
wait to see everyone’s creativity.

JUDGES

LEAH FRANKLIN
Leah began her dancing journey when she was 12 years old, taking a hip
hop class that eventually led into many other styles of dance. You
could say she was hooked on performance and movement from the get
go.
Leah dabbled in theater and cheerleading throughout her youth, and
went on to major in dance at Stephens College. Leah had dreams of
becoming a freelance choreographer, but that didn't end up satisfying
her wants and needs. Looking for a new outlet, she discovered pole
dancing and quickly fell head-over-heels for the craft.
Leah has been pole dancing for 8 years now, teaching at Muse Pole
Fitness for 7, and dancing as an "erotic dancer"/"stripper" or whatever
wording you choose for 6 years. She has competed and performed
worldwide for years, and carries titles including World Erotic Pole
Champion, Pole Theatre Canada Classique Champion, and of course
Dance Filthy USA Champion. One of her favorite achievements is getting
to co-produce and choreograph the professionally sexy show,
Vertical Desires.
She is so excited to be joining the Dance Filthy stage once again after
what everyone can agree was an exhausting year.

JUDGES
ABBEY EFF

Abbey Eff is known for putting on a saucy and
killer show with her combination of dynamic
movement and buttery flow.
Abbey is the current Dance Filthy USA Pro
Champion and is also the 2018 Australia Dance
Filthy Champion! She’s performed with Snoop
Dogg 3 times and she has been slaying the pole
for a full decade now.
She loves to teach and guide and bring others
what pole dancing has. Brought for her confidence, sensuality, and a boss ass bitch
attitude. She teaches classes at Phoenix Flight
studio in Minneapolis and you can catch her
online classes through the Pole Dance Academy,
Team Casework, Indi Pole, and she teaches pole,
stretch, and hosts challenges on her app, “Radd
as Eff”

JUDGES
LYNDI RONGISCH

Lyndi Rongisch (@polefitmom) is a self taught
pole dancer from the Midwest. She has been pole
dancing and teaching for more than 12 years.
This multifaceted small business owner, dance
competitor, show producer, and performer has
a love for all things pole.
She was Dance Filthy USA’s 2017 Professional
Grand Champion with her MILF Money routine,
leaving everyone dripping with cream. A lover of
all the splitty things, you can find her getting
slinky at Aerial Bombshell in Omaha, Nebraska.

RAFFLE PRIZES
Grand prize: lupit pole
Dancing dust sample
POLEDANCING PINS
Kinky truth or dare game
Body candles
Rhinestone pasties
Pole dance bag from lucid dream arts
Pole shoe sticker

PHOTOGRAPHY & VIDEOGRAPHY

CONTACT INFO
DANCE FILTHY USA
WEBSITE: DANCEFILTHYUSA.COM
EMAIL: DANCEFILTHYUSA@GMAIL.COM
FACEBOOK: FACEBOOK.COM/
DANCEFILTHYUSA
INSTAGRAM: @DANCEFILTHYUSA
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCXQAfj66Igqy07nLNHjardQ

DANCE FILTHY USA ON DEMAND
OUR SOLD OUT SHOW IS AVAILABLE ONDEMAND IN 4K FOLLOWING OUR EVENT.
THIS IS A CURATED VIDEO THAT INCLUDES
THE AWARDS CEREMONY.
DOWNLOAD AND KEEP TO WATCH OVER
AND OVER FOREVER!*
*THIS IS A VERY LARGE FILE IN 4K AND REQUIRES
AMPLE HARD DRIVE SPACE TO SAVE*
PRE-ORDER AT DANCEFILTHYUSA.COM/TICKETS

